A major cost in executing queries in a distributed database system is the data transfer cost incurred in transferring relations (fragments) accessed by a query from different sites to the site where the query is initiated. The objective of a data allocation algorithm is to locate the fragments at different sites so as to minimize the total data transfer cost incurred in executing a set of queries. This is equivalent to minimizing the average query execution time, which is of primary importance in a wide class of distributed systems. The data allocation problem, however, is NP-complete, and thus requires fast heuristics to generate efficient solutions. The problem becomes more complex in the context of hypermedia documents (web pages), wherein these MDOs need to be synchronized during presentation to the end users. Since the basic problem of data allocation in distributed database systems is NP-complete, we need heuristics which can generate near-optimal MDO allocations. In this paper, we propose a navigational model to represent hypermedia documents and their access behavior from end users. We also formulate the problem by developing a base case cost model for response time and design an algorithm to find near-optimal solutions for allocating MDOs of the hypermedia documents while adhering to the synchronization requirements. We compare the algorithm solution with exhaustive solution over a set of experiments.
Introduction
Multimedia applications require, access, transfer and synchronization of multimedia data objects (MDOs) (such as, audio, video, and images) [1] , [4] . The quality of services provided in presenting these MDOs to end-users has become an issue of paramount importance. End users have started expecting strict adherence to synchronization and response time constraints.
In order to manage and present large number of hypermedia documents (web pages) and their MDOs distributed hypermedia database systems are required. In fact, a set of web servers can be treated as a distributed hypermedia database system (DHDS). As the hypermedia documents may not be located at the end users sites, they need to be transferred across the communication network incurring delay (increasing response time) in presenting the MDOs of the hypermedia documents. Therefore, the allocation of the hypermedia documents and their MDOs govern the response time for the end-users. Moreover, as the MDOs in a hypermedia document need to be synchronized, the allocation should also adhere to these synchronization constraints.
A number of models for synchronization requirements (such as, HyTime [5] , [9] , OCPN [8] , AOCPN [10] , TPN [11] and XOCPN [15] ) have been proposed. A survey of OCPN and its variants) is provided in [14] . The main problem with these models is that they do not provide any information about the expected number of times each state (representing MDO or hypermedia document) is needed in a unit time interval. Without this information, the total response time in the DHDS cannot be estimated.
The contribution of this paper is the design and evaluation of a data allocation algorithm so as to optimize the response time for a set of end-users while adhering to the synchronization requirements of the MDOs presentation in DHDSs. We also propose a graph notion to represent navigation in the hypermedia systems and we introduce OCPN modeling specification after that.
This paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we describe the hypermedia navigation model. In Section 3 we develop a cost model for the data allocation problem in DHDSs. In Section 4 we describe the proposed algorithm. In Section 5, we include the experimental results, and Section 6 summarizes the paper.
Navigation Model for Hypermedia Documents
We present a hypermedia system by a directed graph DG(H,E) where H = {D 1 These probabilities are generated by gathering statistics (about document access, and browsing through logs of users browsing activity) about end-user behavior over a period of time. Further, since a user may end browsing after accessing any hypermedia document, the probabilities of out-going edges from a vertex do not add up to 1.0, and the difference is the probability of ending the browsing at document D p , and is shown by an edge connecting to the ground (see Figure 1 ). An matrix navigation_prob is used to capture this information. Figure 1 shows the navigation model and the corresponding navigation_prob matrix.
Example 1: Suppose we have four hypermedia documents
From the above navigational model, we can calculate the probabilities of accessing a hypermedia document D p' from document D p . This is done by considering all possible paths to D p' from document D p and calculating the probability of accessing D p' from document D p for each path, and taking the maximum of all these probabilities. Note that we assume each document access and browsing from one document to another to n n × be independent events. Therefore, for a path with t edges from document D p to document D p' , the probability of this path is the product of t probabilities for the edges. Since there can be potentially infinitely long paths, we limit the length of the path by limiting the value of the cumulative probability given by the path to be less than a parameter value (bpl). Let R be the n x n matrix, with each element r jj' giving the cumulative long run probability of accessing document D p' from document D p .
Example 1 (Cont.): From the navigation model, we can construct a tree for each document representing the possible navigation path for each session starting from that document. These are given in Figure 2 . We set the bpl value to be 0.01. Notice that we do not need to further expand a node if the document represented by that node is the same as that of the root. (This happens in the first tree in Figure 2 ). Therefore, if we start navigating the hypermedia system from document D 1 , we have probability 0.2 that we browse document D 2 . For document D 3 , we have probability 0.7 if we follow the right path from D 1 , but probability = 0.12 if we follow the path . In this case, we use the greater probability to represent the long run probability of browsing D 3 from D 1 as 0.7. Similarly other cumulative probability values are calculated.
Therefore, the matrix R is
We use the Object Composition Petri Nets (OCPNs) [8] for modeling the synchronization constraints among the MDOs in a hypermedia document. OCPN simplifies the Petri nets by restricting the number of outgoing edges from each Transition to two and it enhances them by introducing duration and address (locating the MDO) for each Place. This enhancement makes OCPN suitable for modeling synchronization constrains among MDOs of hypermedia documents. We can transverse a Transition (called as firing) if all Places pointing to this Transition have a token and are in an unlocked state. When the Transition fires, the Places that the Transition is pointing to will become active (a token is added to these Places) and locked. Places will become unlocked when their durations have expired. All OCPN models can be mapped to a corresponding HyTime model [2] . In Figure  3 , the following synchronization constraint is represented in OCPN1: MDO A has to be shown exactly 40 units of time after the start of browsing the hypermedia document, and in parallel after 55 units of time MDO B must be shown. The OCPN specifications of hypermedia documents D 1 to D 4 are shown in Figure 3 . Table 1 lists a number of notations used throughout this paper.
Cost Model of Data Allocation Scheme
In order to reduce response time for the end-users browsing This is done when two streams of MDOs need to simultaneously finish their presentation, and one of them is for shorter duration than the other. Since we are buffering the MDOs at the user sites before the start of the presentation, the MDO allocation problem needs to minimize this additional delay that is incurred because of the synchronization constraints. We also take into consideration limited buffer space constraint at end-users site and user interaction during MDO presentation. From the navigation model, we can construct n trees representing the navigation path of the session starting from each document. As in Section 2, we must limit the level we will use for our cost model by a threshold value bpl, say 0.001. These trees will give us some information about the probability of retrieving the document if we start navigating from the jth document.
The Cost Function
For each site, we use an irreducible continuous-timed Markov process [13] to model the user behavior in initial browsing document (i.e., the document first browsed) as a stationary regular transition probability matrix, . These processes will converge in the long run and from these long run behaviors, we can estimate the probability of browsing each document from each site as the initial browsing document. These Markov chains will have n + 1 states representing the probabilities of using each of the documents as the initial browsing document (n states), and probability of not browsing any of the documents ( (n+1)th state). After analyzing the long run behavior of the Markov chain at each site, we will have the probabilities of using each document as initial browsing document and of not browsing at each site. As there is no delay when the user does not browse, we can eliminate the probability of not browsing. Normalize the remaining probabilities and multiply them by a constant T, we have the expected frequencies of initial document out of T browsing sessions. The resultant information is represented by an matrix B.
We multiply this matrix to the matrix R obtained from the hypermedia document trees to generate an matrix A with entries giving the expected number of times needs to retrieve the MDOs in . Further, we need the starting time, duration, size, and presentation rate of each MDO in each hypermedia document. This information can be obtained from the OCPN specification of MDOs in a hypermedia document.
A box will be added at the beginning of each OCPN which represents the delay in starting the presentation of the hypermedia document so as to adhere to the synchronization requirements. The duration of this delay box is related to the browsing site and the sites where the MDOs in the document are allocated. Thus, we use to represent the duration of the delay box when site accesses document . We can calculate the values of all , by using the above formula. This formula means that the delay is equal to the maximum value of (transmission durationpresentation duration -presentation starting time) for each MDO in the document. When this value is negative, implying that the transmission time is shorter than the presentation time, we can start presenting the MDOs in the hypermedia document as soon as the MDOs arrive at the end-user site. When this value is positive, we know that we must delay the presentation, otherwise the MDOs presentation will end before the synchronization time, and hence will not adhere to the synchronization constraints. Therefore, we have the cost function, By minimizing this value through the change of the function , we obtain the data allocation scheme that is optimal (the (delay incurred) response time is minimal), while adhering to the synchronization constraints.
User Interactions and Buffer Space Constraints
The model presented above does not consider user interactions and buffer space constraints. It assumes that the user does not interrupt the presentation and the size of the local storage facility is large enough for storing any one of the hypermedia documents in the hypermedia database system. We only need to be concerned about the probabilities of each user interaction; therefore, we will not introduce these models here. By including user interactions and buffer space constraints, there can be four different cases for hypermedia document allocation
problem given below.
No user interaction and unlimited buffer space
This is essentially the best scenario, because we can retrieve all MDOs in a hypermedia document at the beginning since there is no storage limitation. As there is no user interaction, the data can be discarded immediately after use. The cost function for the response time for each hypermedia document, as presented in Section 3.1, is the maximum of the delays of the embedded MDOs for satisfying the synchronization requirements.
User interaction and unlimited buffer space
By including user interactions, some of the MDOs in a hypermedia document may need to be presented multiple times (e.g. play in reverse or stop and resume later). However, as there is unlimited buffer space, the system can store all MDOs of a hypermedia document once they are retrieved. Therefore, the delay for handling the user interactions is some local processing time that is irrelevant to the data allocation of the MDOs. The cost function is thus same as that in the Section 3.1.
No user interaction and limited buffer space
In this scenario, the system can not use the retrieving all the MDOs in advance strategy. Instead, the system must retrieve the MDOs only when it needs to present these MDOs. Therefore, every synchronization point in the hypermedia document may cause some delay and the cost function in such situation is the summation of these delays. Indeed, the model presented in Section 3.1 can be generalized to deal with this scenario.
First, we need to decompose each document into component sub-documents. From the OCPN specifications, we have the states representing the MDOs in each document. Denote this set of states as S and for , we can get the starting time and ending time of the state (i.e., presentation of the corresponding MDO) from the OCPN specifications. Then, we can decompose the document by composing all MDOs starting at the same time into a sub-document (so if there are h MDOs, there will be h subdocuments in maximum).
User interaction and limited buffer space
If we know the expected number of times each sub-document will be presented in each hypermedia document, we can calculate the expected response time of each document in each site. It is just the weighted sum of the delays of the sub-documents in the document. To calculate the expected number of times each document is needed, we must know the probabilities of relevant user interactions (such as reverse playing, and fast forward). Once we have these probabilities, we can calculate the expected number of time each document is presented by employing the first step analysis method [13] . Note that these probabilities can be generating after observing user interaction over a period of time.
For example, suppose the relevant probability of an MDO k in a document j is . Assume that the expected number of time this MDO is needed is . Then, we have † ,
Similarly, we can estimate the expected number of times other MDOs composing this document are needed. Then, the expected number of times this document is needed is just the maximum of these values. Denote this value as for document , we have, And the delays will become, Example 1 (Cont.): Assume that the hypermedia database system for storing the MDOs is distributed in a network with 3 sites.
In Figure 4 , the transmission speed between the 3 sites are given. These values can be represented as an matrix C, with entry representing the transmission speed from to .
Suppose after the analyses of the long run behavior of the Markov chain in each site, the expected starting document frequencies out of 900 browsing sessions, matrix B is,
In this example, there are 3 MDOs, namely A, B and C (E is a delay state, so there is no associative actual MDO). If we allocate A at Site 2, B at Site 3 and C at site 1, then is equal to, Similarly, we can calculate the values of all when we have the MDO allocation scheme. And the total response time delay will be, Suppose we add user interactions and worst case buffer space constraints to this hypermedia database system. After adding the †. or mdo_et jk = 1 + ip jk + ip jk 2 + ... = (1 -ip jk ) probability of relevant user interruption to the MDO, the augmented OCPN of D 1 is shown in Figure 5 .
Thus, the expected number of times MDO A is needed when document D 1 is retrieved is, Similarly, the expected number of times MDO B is needed is, Notice that when we need B again, A is also needed. Thus, .
Since we have worst case buffer space constraints, so the delay will become
The Data Allocation Algorithm
As mentioned above, the data allocation problem in its simple form is NP-complete [3] and the problem discussed here is more complex than the simple case; there are different allocation schemes for a system with m sites and k MDOs, implying that an exhaustive search would require in the worst case to find the optimal solution. Therefore, we need heuristic algorithms to solve the problem.
We have developed an algorithm based on the Hill-Climbing technique to find a near optimal solution. The data allocation problem solution consists of the following two steps: 1) Find an initial solution. 2) Iteratively improve the initial data allocation by using the hill climbing heuristic until no further reduction in total response time can be achieved. This is done by applying some operations on the initial allocation scheme. Since there are finite number of allocation schemes, the heuristic algorithm will complete its execution. For step one, one possibility is to obtain the initial solution by allocating the MDOs to the sites randomly. However, a better initial solution can be generated by allocating an MDO to the site which retrieves it most frequently (this information can be obtained from the matrix ). If that site is already saturated, we allocate the MDO to the next site that needs it the most. We call this method the MDO site affinity algorithm.
In the second step, we apply some operations on the initial solution to reduce the total response time. Two types of operations are defined, namely migrate (move MDOs from its currently allocated site to another site) and swap (swap the locations of one set of MDOs with the locations of another set of MDOs). These operations are iteratively applied until no more reduction is observed in the total response time.
: move MDO to . This operation can be applied to each MDO, and an MDO can be moved to any one of the sites at which it is not located. Therefore, there can be a maximum of migrate operations that can be applied during each iteration.
: swap the location of MDO with the location of MDO . This operation can be applied to each distinct pair of MDOs. Therefore, there can be a maximum of swap operations that can be applied during each iteration. Although this operation is equivalent to two migrate operations, it is necessary as some of the sites may be already saturated such that we cannot migrate MDO to it any more.
Experimental Results
In this section, we present the experimental results for the data allocation algorithm described in Section 4. Since for k MDOs and m sites there are allocation schemes for exhaustive search algorithm, the problem sizes of the experiments we conducted were limited. We conducted 25 experiments with number of MDOs ranging from 4 to 8, and number of sites ranging from 4 to 8. Each experiment consisted of 100 allocation problems with the number of sites and the number of MDOs fixed. Each allocation problem had between 4 and 16 documents, and each document used a subset of the MDOs with its own temporal constraints on them. The communication network, the MDO sizes, the link costs, and the temporal constraints between MDOs in each document were randomly generated from a uniform distribution. The data allocation algorithm described above was tested for every case and statistics was collected.
In Table 2 , for each of the experiments conducted in a column-wise fashion, we list the following: i) the number of sites, ii) the number of MDOs, iii) the number of problems for which optimal solutions are generated, iv) the average deviation in percentage of near optimal solutions from optimal solution when optimal solution was not reached. The number of optimal solutions can reflect how good the algorithm is; whereas the average deviation shows how bad the algorithm performs when it cannot generate optimal solution.
From Table 2 , we note that the proposed algorithm generated 
optimal solutions for a large number of problems -2122 cases out of a total of 2500 cases, corresponding to about 85% of the test cases. Most of the non-optimal solutions are in the range of 0-5% deviation from the optimal solution while a few solutions are in the range of equal to or more than 20%. The average percentage (only for non-optimal cases) is about 7.9384 across all cases. These results indicate that the algorithm is able to generate high quality solutions. Table 3 contains the average running times of the proposed algorithm for each experiment. For comparison, the time taken to generate the optimal solutions by using exhaustive search are also listed. The algorithm was implemented on a SPARC IPX workstation and the time data was measured in milli-seconds. As can be seen from the table, the times taken by the proposed algorithm are reasonable. From the experiment results presented in the previous section, we observe that there is a trade-off between execution time and solution quality.
Comparison of Running Times

Summary
In this paper, we have develop a probabilistic navigational model for modeling the user behavior while browsing hypermedia documents. This model is used to calculate the expected number of accesses to each hypermedia document from each site. The synchronization constraints for presenting the MDOs of hypermedia documents are modeled by using the OCPN specification. A cost model is developed to calculate the average response time observed by the end-users while browsing a set of hypermedia documents for a given allocation of MDOs. This cost model is generalized to take into consider end-user interaction while accessing MDOs, and limited buffer space constraints at the end-user site. We have also proposed an MDO data allocation algorithm based on Hill-climbing heuristic. Results indicate that there is a trade-off between execution time and solution quality and the proposed algorithm is a viable choice for small problem sizes. 
